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NOTE: This ISBN does not Include Access code. This is a Standalone bookCommitted to

Excellence in the Landmark Tenth Edition. This edition continues the evolution of Raven &

Johnson's Biology. The author team is committed to continually improving the text, keeping the

student and learning foremost. We have integrated new pedagogical features to expand the

students' learning process and enhance their experience in the ebook. This latest edition of the text

maintains the clear, accessible, and engaging writing style of past editions with the solid framework

of pedagogy that highlights an emphasis on evolution and scientific inquiry that have made this a

leading textbook for students majoring in biology and have been enhanced in this landmark Tenth

edition. This emphasis on the organizing power of evolution is combined with an integration of the

importance of cellular, molecular biology and genomics to offer our readers a text that is student

friendly and current. Our author team is committed to producing the best possible text for both

student and faculty. The lead author, Kenneth Mason, University of Iowa, has taught majors biology

at three different major public universities for more than fifteen years. Jonathan Losos, Harvard

University, is at the cutting edge of evolutionary biology research, and Susan Singer, Carleton

College,, has been involved in science education policy issues on a national level. All three authors

bring varied instructional and content expertise to the tenth edition of Biology.
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I normally wouldn't write a review about textbooks, but I feel the need to for this book. This is easily

the best science textbook I've ever read. The amount of thought that has gone into makes it so



much easier to absorb the principles of biology in a way that makes them stick. The illustrations in

the book are plentiful and do a fantastic job complimenting the text. The text is both in-depth but at

the same time it is not filled with jargon, nor is it tangential. This is a great book. My only complaint

is that it was not available for purchase on my Kindle.

This is a Biology book for students and Biologists as well. Notice I didn't say "textbook" because this

book is definitely readable front to back. Raven Biology has always been known to be complete and

thorough in previous editions and this one is no exception. I have been a Biologist for 34 years and

this is one of the Biology books that I seek out for updated editions. I have not been disappointed

yet. I highly recommend this book to anyone working in the field of Biology and also to anyone who

just has an interest in the study of life and how organisms work.

The textbook is not well written. It doesn't really explain many concepts well, there is an attempt to

connect biology to real life, nevertheless, it is lacking in coherence and doesn't really explain

concepts well. The pictures also are pretty sad, honestly the biology lab books by Sylvia Mader

have greater explanations and illustrations in less works and with better organization. The book is

extremely poorly written. I've read handfuls of biology books and this one by far, did not give a great

overview of biology. I found the internet, and class notes to be far superior sadly. Not worth buying

at all.

Yes, the information in the textbook goes in depth in explaining the process of biological functions.

But that is not where in lies the problem.First, the section headers are pitiful. They are more like

generic sentences that don't even cover the section's basic information. Some sections are a page

or two long without any intermediate pauses. Reading it feels out of order and messy.Second, you

pay a pretty hefty price for the book and if you are a student you are basically screwed over. The

Connect online software that is an extra fee doesn't even include a free copy of the text so if you are

ever on the go and don't want to carry the huge book then, yet again, you have to fork out another

hefty sum of money. It is ridiculous. So you pay about 200 for the book then 60-100 for the connect

and if you want the online copy that is an extra 35 dollars. Seriously, I mean even if the online

version was only good for a year that would be nice.

Did not include access code like the item description said it would and so I had to buy the access

code at my college bookstore.



Received it rather quickly! Very pleased because although the book is used, it looks nearly brand

new. The corners aren't exposing any brown cardboard (you students know what i'm saying).

Extremely nice! Doesn't appear to have any highlighting or writing in the margins, but i've not looked

too much inside--just kind of flipped through. Very pleased for buying this nearly new book was

cheaper than renting a crappy beat up used one at my school!

I really didn't like this textbook. I've read other reviews that say "It reads like a book", but that's not

true at all. I found the content to be confusing and honestly for someone who isn't very

knowledgeable about Biology it was difficult for me to understand.

This book is very difficult to follow. This is most certainly not for a beginners biology person.
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